
LEWIS ESTATES COMMUNITY LEAGUE 

Public Feedback on Aquatics Facilities 
and Programming Accessibility



● Conversation has been entirely about capital cost

● What about project scope, needs of the public, and 
current programming and facility accessibility?

The Lewis Estates and Rosenthal Community Leagues 
launched a collaborative survey with city wide outreach 
to collect data



Survey had just shy of 1500 respondents from 
across the city.

● 39.1% from Nakota Isga
● 13.3% from sipiwiyiniwak
● 47.6% from other wards
          23.3% indicated they were unsure

          Majority of respondents knew their neighbourhood, and 47.5% of 
          respondents were from neighbourhoods other than Lewis Estates, 
          Rosenthal, Second and Glastonbury



Which Facilities have 
you recently 
accessed?
(City Wide: 1326 respondents)



Which Facilities have 
you recently 
accessed?
(Nakota Isga and sipiwiyiniwak only:  
661 respondents)



Reasons preventing respondents from accessing aquatics 
programming or facilities (all respondents)

Lack of availability at a facility 
near me

Registration filled up too 
quickly

Scheduled times did not work 
for us

Cost

Couldn’t find information on 
availability

Not interested in aquatics



Edmonton Aquatics: How satisfied are you with… 
(City Wide respondents)

Your proximity to the nearest aquatics 
facility?

The availability of aquatics 
programming?

Ease of access of the nearest facility?

The experience of registering for 
aquatics programming?

The scheduled times for aquatics 
programming?

The cost of aquatics programming?

55% - 70% dissatisfaction rate 
city wide



Edmonton Aquatics: How satisfied are you with… 
(Nakota Isga and sipiwiyiniwak respondents only)

Your proximity to the nearest aquatics 
facility?

The availability of aquatics 
programming?

Ease of access of the nearest facility?

The experience of registering for 
aquatics programming?

The scheduled times for aquatics 
programming?

The cost of aquatics programming?

60% - 80% dissatisfaction 
rate for Nakota Isga and 

sipiwiyiniwak respondents





Winter Intake for Swimming Lessons: Jasper Place



Winter Intake for Swimming Lessons: Jasper Place



Jasper Place remains the only functional public pool in 
West Edmonton.

The winter programming intake has
468 Swim Lesson Spaces for a population of 
166,080 people (Wards Nakota Isga and sipiwiyiniwak)

Members get registration access 24 hrs in advance, so 
it’s very likely none of these spaces will be open to the 
general public.

And that doesn’t even begin to address the competitive 
swim world…



The City is recommending a redesign to reduce the 
size and capabilities of the aquatics facility to 
address cost escalations. How supportive are you of…

A reduction in available pool 
space that will impact 

aquatics city wide?
(86% Unsupportive)

A redesign of the aquatics 
facility and accompanying 

project delays?
(83% Unsupportive)


